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Abstract 
Two-dimensional space-time finite-element simulations are carried out to study the effect of oscillator mass ratio, m* on free in-
line and transverse vibrations of a rigid square cylinder. The effect of viscous damping or resistance is not considered and thus 
cylinders of mass ratio 1, 5, 10 and 20 execute free undamped vibrations. Results are presented for 50≤Re≤250 where Re is the 
Reynolds number. For m* = 1, synchronization between cylinder oscillation and vortex-shedding is 1:1 (periodic flow). Thus, the 
Cl-Y phase portraits must be single looped closed curves. For m* = 5-20, synchronization is 1:1 (periodic flow) prior to galloping. 
For m* = 5, the synchronization during galloping is quite different from 1:3. Along ‘increasing Re’, the entire galloping branch of 
m* = 5 cylinder is quasi-periodic. However, along ‘decreasing Re’, it is mostly quasi-periodic and it is periodic for Re≤190. An 
1:3 sub-harmonic synchronization is seen for the m* = 10 and 20 cylinders only in the periodic regime of galloping occurring at 
higher Re. For m *= 1, only one kink is seen in the response curve signifying transition from initial to lower branch. Two kinks 
are captured for m* = 5 cylinder. For m*= 10 and 20, an additional third kink is resolved in the galloping branch that signifies 
transition from quasi-periodic flow/body motion to periodic flow/body motion. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of ICOVP 2015. 
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1. Introduction 
The vortex-induced vibration (VIV) of a flexibly mounted rigid body is a major research area belonging to fluid-
structure interactions. Galloping instability characterized by large amplitude and low frequency self-excited 
oscillations differs from VIV. Besides the oscillator cross-section, the non-dimensional parameters of interest in 
fluid-structure interactions include mass ratio, m*; coefficient of structural damping, ζ; reduced speed, U* and 
Reynolds number, Re. Mass ratio is the ratio of oscillator mass per unit length and mass of displaced fluid.   
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 [1] conducted aeroelastic experiments on free transverse-only oscillations of a rigid square cylinder of large mass 
ratio and low structural damping. Two-degrees-of-freedom free hydroelastic vibrations of a rigid square cylinder of 
m* = 10 was numerically studied by [4]. While free vibrations of a circular cylinder have been investigated for 
varying mass ratios ([3], [10], etc), similar studies for a square cylinder are hardly available in the literature. [2] 
presented very limited results for a freely vibrating square cylinder with m* = 5, 10 and 20. They numerically 
explored the effects of mass ratio on lock-in, response and forces on a square cylinder. For a freely vibrating square 
cylinder of mass ratio = 2.64 and inclined to the free-stream at 00, 200 and 450, [9] presented experimental results at 
high Reynolds numbers ranging between 2000 and 13000. This study provides a detailed account of wake modes 
and various synchronization patterns available for each angle of incidence. Table 1 lists some of the earlier studies 
concerning effects of m* on VIV. 
 
As an extension of their earlier work [4] on free vibrations of a square cylinder at zero incidence, [5] recently 
studied the effects of mass ratio on free vibration characteristics. For a zero viscous damping situation (ζ = 0) and 
two-degrees-of-freedom motion of cylinder, the study employed the key parameters as: Re = 50-250 and m* = 1, 5, 
10 and 20. This study predicts perhaps for the first time, the value of threshold transverse response (~0.7D where D 
is the edge length of square) marking the appearance of 2P+2S wake vortex mode for a galloping square cylinder. 
The mass ratio as a major influencing parameter governing the regime of vibrations (VIV or VIV followed by 
galloping) is explored by [5]. The current study is closely linked to the recent work of [5]. With the aid of some new 
results this work attempts to provide further details of the low Re vortex-induced motion of sharp edged square 
cylinders. The motivation for this extension is derived from certain queries: what types of synchronization can be 
identified as a function of mass ratio? How many transitions occur as Re is increased? Do the transitions depend on 
mass ratio? What are the possible wake modes for a freely vibrating square cylinder at low Re? Why cannot we 
expect the 2P or P+S modes to form in the square cylinder wake? Efforts are made here to answer the above 
questions. 
 
Table 1: Some earlier studies on effects of m* on VIV of rigid circular and square cylinders. Here, X and Y represent in-line and transverse 
displacements, respectively (see Fig. 1). The first study is based on experiments while the rest followed computational techniques.  
 
    Cross-section                Study                       Re                              m*                            ζ                         Motion 
    
     Circular                           [3]                  1000-15000                  1.5-25                 0.0000385-0.04            X-Y 
     Circular                           [10]                    50-400                 1, 2, 5, 10, 50                    0                        Y-only 
     Square                             [2]                      60-250                     5, 10, 20                        0                          X-Y 





The two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations of motion are solved to find the flow field. The 
dynamics of the cylinder is determined from the ODEs for rigid body motion along the in-line and cross-stream 
directions. A stabilized space-time finite-element formulation accommodating equal order interpolation for velocity 
and pressure is used. The interpolation functions are bilinear in space and linear in time. Globally, these 
interpolation functions are continuous in space but discontinuous in time. Details of the space-time finite-element 
formulation can be found in [6, 7]. The square cylinder resides in a rectangular computational domain (see Fig. 1). A 
fixed or inertial frame of reference (here, Cartesian) is used for the analysis of flow and cylinder motion. In the 
figure, u and v are the Cartesian components of fluid velocity, σ is the stress tensor, H is the width of the channel 
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and K, the spring stiffness. X and Y, respectively denote the time-varying in-line and cross-stream distances 
measured from the origin of the inertial frame of reference. Free-stream inlet, stress-free exit, slip sidewalls and no-
slip cylinder surface define the boundary conditions used for the problem. A blockage of 5% corresponding to H = 
20D, is used. Also, upstream length of domain, Lu = 24D and downstream length of domain, Ld = 30D. The reduced 
natural frequency, FN of cylinder oscillations is linked to the Reynolds number of flow as FN = 14.39/Re or reduced 




Fig. 1. Two-degrees-of-freedom oscillator model in a moving viscous fluid. The oscillator system comprises of an elastically mounted rigid 
square cylinder, springs and dampers. The schematic corresponds to the impending motion condition of the square. For clarity, only two springs 
are shown. 
 
3. Results  
3.1. Response and synchronization 
 
The variation of transverse response as well as frequency ratio, f* (ratio of oscillation to natural frequency) of the 
cylinder with Re has been plotted in Fig. 2. Also shown are the wake modes at representative Reynolds numbers. 
The response for mass ratio of unity (Fig. 2a) is composed of the initial and lower branches and the 
response/frequency is non-hysteretic. We note that the flow and body motion are essentially periodic for unit mass 
ratio. This observation though tempting to correlate periodicity with absence of hysteresis, no such simplified and 
straightforward conclusion can be drawn. For the other m* (Figs. 2(b-d)) values, initial, lower and galloping 
branches exist. Therefore, the motion of m* = 1 cylinder is pure VIV and those of m* = 5, 10 and 20 are VIV at low 
Re (or U*) and galloping at high Re (or U*). The entire regime of galloping of m* = 5 cylinder along ‘increasing Re’ 
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corresponds to quasi-periodic flow. For m* = 10 and 20, the galloping branch along forward computations is 
composed of quasi-periodic regime appearing at low U* and periodic regime appearing at high U*. The primary 
hysteresis gets stronger with rise in the value of mass ratio. The transition from initial to lower resonance branch is 
associated with the presence of a ‘kink’ in the response curve; the first one among a total of three kinks resolved in 
the range of Re considered. The second kink suggests a transition from desynchronization to galloping while the 
third one corresponds to a transition from quasi-periodic to periodic galloping. 
 
 
Fig. 2: Flow past a freely vibrating rigid square cylinder for 50≤Re≤250 and 5% blockage: variation of maximum transverse response, Ymax/D and 
f* with Reynolds number and reduced speed for m* = (a) 1, (b) 5, (c) 10 and (d) 20. 
In addition to grossly periodic flow and body motion for the m* = 1 cylinder, synchonization between the 
oscillation and vortex-shedding is 1:1. This kind of odd synchronization can only have symmetric 2S or C(2S) kind 
of wake mode since only two vortices participate in the wake mode of vortex-formation. The wake modes shown in 
Fig. 2a support this. For higher mass ratios, such as, m* = 5, 10 and 20, the synchronization is 1:1 only for primary 
lock-in. In the periodic galloping branch of m* = 10 and 20 cylinders, the synchronization is 1:3. Synchronization in 
the quasi-periodic galloping branch in contrast, differs from 1:3 (see the discussion of Fig. 3). For exact or nearly 
1:3 sub-harmonic synchronization, six vortices are shed per oscillation cycle. Thus, two combinations of vortices are 
possible for galloping, i.e. 3(2S) for quasi-periodic flow and 2P+2S for periodic flow. As demonstrated by [5], the 
mode is unstable 2S or 3(2S) for the value of Ymax/D falling short of 0.7 and 2P+2S otherwise. For the first time, [8] 
reported the existence of a kink in the response curve of a square cylinder in the neighbourhood of reduced speed 
~6π. [8] also observed an 1:3 sub-harmonic synchronization in the kink region. Later, analysis of the kinks in the 
VIV and galloping regimes of square cylinders were made by [9]. A close observation of the galloping branch of m* 
= 10 and 20 cylinders shown in Figs. 2c and 2d, respectively indicates the existence of a kink in each curve; the last 
one out of a total of three kinks captured. This third kink appears at Re = 215 (U* = 14.94) and 230 (U* = 15.98) for 
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m* = 10 and 20, respectively and implies some kind of transition. These kinks are quite obvious in Figs. 5, 8 and 9 of 
[5] for rms in-line response, mean drag and rms lift, respectively. As discussed later, these Reynolds numbers 
correspond to: (i) transition from quasi-periodic galloping regime to periodic galloping regime, (ii) transition of 
wake mode from unstable 2S to 2P+2S and (iii) transition from non-integer sub-harmonic synchronization to 1:3 
sub-harmonic synchronization. Absence of any transition in the galloping regime of m* = 5 cylinder makes this 
branch devoid of any kink. We therefore conclude that the total number of kinks or transitions, existence of the third 
kink as well as the value of U* marking its appearance is a strong function of mass ratio. 
 
3.2. Critical reduced speed for galloping 
 
[5] determined that galloping for m* = 5, 10 and 20 initiates at Re = 186, 174 and 169, respectively associated 
with the presence of a second kink in response or other characteristic curves. This indicates that an increase in m* 
lowers the critical Re for onset of galloping. The empirical formula proposed by [5] for prediction of critical Re 
marking the onset of galloping of a square is reproduced here as 
Rec = 164.733 m*-1.3+ 165.687    for   5≤ m*≤20                                                                                              (1) 
implying that the lower limit of Re for galloping to occur is ~166. Using the relationship U* = Re/14.39, Equation 
1 can be rewritten in terms of the critical reduced speed leading to the onset of galloping as 
 
U*c = 11.448 m*-1.3+ 11.514   for   5≤ m*≤20.                                                                                                 (2) 
 
Equation 2 implies that galloping does not occur below a critical reduced speed value of 11.514. We note that 
there exists a critical m* between 1 and 5, below which the motion of cylinder is VIV-only. 
 
3.3. Periodic and quasi-periodic flows 
Table 2: Response branches and nature of flow for various mass ratios. 
 
 m*                                           Response branch                                                                                                                 No. of kinks/transitions 
  1             Periodic initial and lower with single frequency (increasing and decreasing Re)                                                        1 
  5             Periodic initial, lower and quasi-periodic galloping (increasing Re)                                                                            2 
                 Periodic lower branch with single frequency, periodic galloping with multiple frequencies 
                 for (Re~180-190) and quasi-periodic galloping (decreasing Re) 
  10           Periodic initial, lower; quasi-periodic (Re~174-210) and periodic (Re~215-250) galloping                                        3 
                 with multiple frequencies (increasing Re) 
                 Periodic lower branch with single frequency and quasi-periodic galloping (decreasing Re) 
  20           Periodic initial, lower; quasi-periodic (Re~169-225) and periodic (Re~230-250) galloping                                        3 
                 with multiple frequencies (increasing Re) 
                 Periodic lower branch with single frequency and quasi-periodic galloping (decreasing Re) 
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The periodic and non-periodic behaviour can be explained relative to the number of peaks (or frequencies) 
present in a signal and the value of the ratio (whether rational or irrational number) of frequencies present in it. A 
periodic signal can have a single frequency or multiple frequencies. In contrast, for non-periodic signals, presence of 
multiple frequencies is a must and an exact or nearly exact harmonic relationship between the frequencies does not 
exist. For m* = 1, the flow is periodic throughout. For m* = 5, the flow is periodic in the initial, lower branches, 
decoherence regime and quasi-periodic for galloping motion. The galloping branch of m* = 10 and 20 cylinders 
involves periodicity at low Re and as Re increases, the periodicity is recovered at Re~215 and 230, respectively. 
Apparently, the 3(2S) or unstable 2S mode appears in this quasi-periodic regime of galloping and the 2P+2S mode 
appears when periodicity is recovered. A significant widening of the wake is associated with the 2P+2S mode. [5] 
showed that 2P+2S mode forms when normalized transverse response surpasses a lower limit of ~0.7. This happens 
near an Re value of 215 for m* = 10 and 230 for m* = 20. Fig. 15b of [5] suggests that the lift and transverse 
response are in phase for Re~220 onwards. Thus, appearance of 2P+2S mode is possibly linked to periodic 
galloping, overcoming the threshold value of response and in phase relationship between lift coefficient, Cl and Y. 
The various response branches identified, are summarized in Table 2. For decreasing Re solutions, it is found that, 
the flow for m* = 10 and 20 is periodic in lower branch and quasi-periodic in galloping branch at low Re. The 
number of transitions is summarized in third column of Table 2. Only one transition exists (initial branch to lower 
branch) for m* = 1. An additional transition from decoherence to galloping is noted for m* = 5. A total of three 
transitions are seen for m* = 10 and 20; the third one relates to transition from quasi-periodic to periodic galloping. 
All these transitions are reflected in the response curves via appearance of a kink (trend change). 
 
 
Fig. 3: Flow past a freely vibrating rigid square cylinder: normalized power spectra of (a) lift and (b) transverse response for m* = 5 cylinder at Re 
= 230. Figs. (c) and (d), respectively show the spectra of lift and transverse response for m* = 20 cylinder at Re = 250. 
Normalized power spectra of lift and transverse response are shown in Fig. 3 for two cases of galloping – one for 
quasi-periodic flow and the other for periodic flow. In the foregoing discussion, St stands for the Strouhal number or 
dimensionless frequency. For quasi-periodic flow associated with m* = 5 cylinder at Re = 230, multiple frequencies 
exist with Cl as well as Y. The magnitude of transverse oscillation frequency (dominant peak in Fig. 3b) is, St = 
0.0467. The value of vortex-shedding frequency (dominant peak in Fig. 3a) is 0.1720; this is not a harmonic of St, 
i.e. 0.1720 ≠ 3*0.0467. The m* = 20 cylinder executes periodic oscillations at Re = 250 with a dominant St of 
0.0532. For this case, the magnitude of vortex-shedding frequency is 0.1631. This is quite a close approximation of 
1:3 sub-harmonic synchronization. Later in 3.4 it is discussed that this case corresponds to the vortex-shedding and 
cylinder oscillations being in phase.  
 
For a representative Reynolds number of 230, Fig. 4 shows the Cd-Cl or drag-lift phase plot for each mass ratio. 
In each case, the Lissajou plots are closed curves implying periodic or nearly periodic nature of flow. The figure 
eight shape with a single cross-over plot for m* = 1 suggests for a periodic flow with the presence of a single 
frequency component of Cd or Cl (Fig. 4a). In addition, the oscillation frequency of drag is twice the oscillation 
frequency of lift. As m* is increased to 5, the flow becomes quasi-periodic, as indicated by Fig. 4b. Under quasi-
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periodic condition, multiple frequencies are present in each force signal such that the ratio of the frequencies in a 
given signal is an irrational number. For m* = 10 and 20 (Figs. 4c and 4d), the phase plots imply periodic flow with 
presence of multiple frequencies in both Cd and Cl . The ratio of frequencies in Cd or Cl signal is a rational number. 
For each phase plot, the most interesting and important observation is perhaps the symmetry of the plot about an 
imaginary axis of zero mean lift. The implication is that the mean lift is zero for each cycle. This in essence removes 
the possibility of any asymmetric mode, such as, P+S, to appear in the wake. The wake modes for a freely vibrating 
square cylinder at low Re, therefore, must be a symmetric one such as 2S or C(2S), 2P and 2P+2S. Since, FFTs 
confirm an absence of 1:2 type even sub-harmonic synchronization, we can rule out the possibility of 2P mode to 
appear. Since, the periodic synchronization is 1:1 or 1:3, we expect respective 2S, C(2S) or 2P+2S mode to be 
present depending on the resonance branch. For the quasi-periodic galloping, where the sub-harmonic 
synchronization is not purely 1:3, the wake mode is 3(2S) or unstable 2S. 
 
Fig. 4: Flow past a freely vibrating rigid square cylinder for Re = 230 and 5% blockage: Cd-Cl phase plots for m* = (a) 1, (b) 5, (c) 10 and (d) 20. 
 
Fig. 5: Cl-Y phase plots associated with free two-degrees-of-freedom vibrations of a square cylinder. The first row corresponds to 
m* = 5 and the second row to m* = 20. The values of Reynolds number are mentioned for each phase plot. 
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Cl-Y phase plots are illustrated in Fig. 5 for m* = 5 and 20 cylinders. The Reynolds numbers are chosen in the pre-
galloping and galloping regimes. The first row corresponds to   m* = 5. At Re = 150, the synchronization is 1:1 i.e. 
the shedding frequency locks onto the oscillation frequency. For this reason, the closed curve contains only one loop 
of thin elliptic shape and no cross-over point. The value of phase shift is not exactly 1800 since the elliptic loop is 
not of zero thickness. The orientation of the phase plot in the second and fourth quadrants implies that Cl and Y are 
out of phase at Re = 150. The phase plots in Figs. 5b through 5d (Re = 200, 230 and 250, respectively) are for quasi-
periodic flow and synchronization is not of perfect sub-harmonic type. For the range of Re considered, [5] showed 
via cross-correlation that the quantities are nearly in phase. For m* = 20 (lower row of Fig. 5), flow is quasi-periodic 
at Re = 190 (Fig. 5f) and periodic at Re = 150 (Fig. 5e), 230 (Fig. 5g) and 250 (Fig. 5h). Three distinct loops in Fig. 
5h with two cross-over points signify 1:3 sub-harmonic synchronization. 
The periodic/quasi-periodic behaviour is further illustrated in Fig. 6 in terms of Poincare section taken over the 
X-Y trajectory. The m* = 20 cylinder is chosen to present the relevant results. At Re = 200, the envelope-shaped 
Lissajou diagram shown in green (Fig. 6a) suggests that the cylinder continues to traverse between its time-
dependent X and Y limits for successive oscillation cycles. Divergence of the successive figure eight profiles is 
characteristic to quasi-periodic flow. The Poincare section is shown in red. The quasi-periodic solution at Re = 200 
is further confirmed by the closed curve formed by cross (X) symbols in red in Figs. 6a and 6b. The discrete points 
marked red in Fig. 6c suggest periodic flow and body motion at Re = 250. 
Fig. 6: Flow past a rigid square cylinder of m* = 20 undergoing galloping motion for Re = 200 and 250 using 5% blockage: (a) 
quasi-periodic solution at Re = 200, (b) enlarged view of Poincare section for Fig. a, (c) periodic solution at Re = 250. 
3.4. Phase between lift and transverse response 
Fig. 7: Flow past a freely vibrating rigid square cylinder without consideration of damping: instantaneous phase between Cl and Y for (a) m* = 5 
at Re = 170 and (b) m* = 20 at Re = 250. Figs. (a) and (b) correspond to out of phase and in phase, respectively. 
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A Hilbert transform of both the lift and transverse response signals is performed to evaluate the instantaneous 
phase angle between Cl and Y. Fig. 7a shows the instantaneous phase for the m* = 5 cylinder at Re = 170 in the 
desynchronization regime. A phase shift of about 1800 is quite apparent from the inset of Fig. 7a. In the 
desynchronization regime, an anti-phase relationship between the transverse quantities is very much expected as the 
fluid loading and wake mode for higher m* cylinders are very similar to that obtained from a stationary cylinder. An 
in phase (phase angle, Φ~00) relationship between Cl and Y for the m* = 20 cylinder at Re = 250 can be seen from 
Fig. 7b. For a galloping cylinder, in phase relationship is seen in the initial and early lower branch followed by a 
phase jump at Re~96. The out of phase continues till the regime of decoherence. Finally, in the galloping branch, the 
transverse loading and displacement are nearly in phase ([5]). 
 
4. Conclusions 
The recent work on (undamped) freely vibrating square cylinders of different mass ratios by [5] is revisited. 
Some new results are presented and efforts are made to gain further insights into the cylinder vibrations and flow. 
The current piece of work explains why an asymmetric wake mode, such as P+S cannot appear in the square 
cylinder wake. Explanations are also provided for why the possible wake mode must be a symmetric one, sans the 
2P mode. The type of wake mode is a direct function of the synchronization type – it is 2S or C(2S) for 1:1 
synchronization; 3(2S) or unstable 2S when the synchronization is remote from 1:3; 2P+2S when the 
synchronization is equal or very close to 1:3. The number of transitions of resonance branch is a function of mass 
ratio – a maximum of three transitions have been captured and the regime of transition is associated with a kink in 
the characteristic curves. For the m* = 5 cylinder, no kink can be seen in the quasi-periodic galloping branch as this 
branch is not associated with any transition in flow, wake mode or synchronization pattern.  The third kink in the 
galloping regime of m*≥10 cylinders is indicative of transition from quasi-periodic galloping to periodic galloping as 
well as transition in wake mode and synchronization pattern. The value of Reynolds number or reduced speed at 
which this third kink appears is a strong function of mass ratio. No third kink exists for m* = 5 and as m* increases, 
the appearance of the third kink and hence, the transition gets delayed. By using the empirical formula proposed by 
[5], the critical reduced speed and mass ratio are linked as U*c = 11.448 m*-1.3+ 11.514. This equation suggests 11.5 
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